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<INTRODUCTION>Welcome to 				 ;At Rockwell Automation we have been talking about The Connected Enterprise for the last couple years and really the concepts have been around for decades . . . connecting the shop floor with the top floor and with your supply and demand chains . . .  Although the objectives in the industrial market are not than much different than they have been in the past . . . quality, responsiveness to customer demand,  productivity . . . there is a lot being discussed today around how companies are executing in todays market and economic conditions, and what changes will be needed to stay competitive.  Each of your companies are probably at different points in where you (or your customers) are in being “Connected”, you can be at different points in:How you are collaborating within your operations? With other facilities/plants . . . suppliers/customersWhat technology has been deployed, where you are investing or choosing not to invest What competitive threats and/or opportunities you are seeing in the market Through The Connected Enterprise, Rockwell Automation helps manufacturers and industrial operators capitalize on the promise of an ever more connected world – in the form of more agile response to changing conditions, - faster time to market, - lower total cost of ownership, - improved asset utilization, - enterprise risk management, and - workforce  efficiency.Enabling innovations like the Internet of Things, network convergence, cloud computing, big data & analytics, virtualization and mobility, along with global Smart Manufacturing initiatives, are resulting in a new inflection point for how manufacturing and industrial organizations and their assets operate – let’s explore<CLICK>



IIOT / INDUSTRY 4.0
Google Trends – May 9th, 2017 



IMPROVED 
TIME TO MARKET

REDUCTION 
IN CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

30% 10%
REDUCTION 
IN INVENTORY

IMPROVED 
PRODUCTIVITY

30% 4%
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The opportunity is huge here and we’ll talk about that in some details, but how do these achieves sound to you?Interested?  Let’s talk today about how you can achieve similar objectives when you build a Connected Enterprise<CLICK>



IoT will deliver:
87% long-term JOB growth
57% long-term REVENUE growth

SOURCE: Accenture CEO Briefing and The Economist Intelligent Unit

84%

61%

Leaders understand IoT? 
38% fully understand it
57% some understanding
4% little at all

ONLY 7% have developed a 
comprehensive strategy

Executives cited digital 
initiatives as a tool for growth, 
compared to 31% in 2014.

46% saw improving 
productivity as the key 
benefit of IoT
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of Executives believe Internet of Things (IoT) 
will create new income streams for their operations 
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IoT is a topic discussed in a lot of venues these days . . . and there are lots of perspectives on what this will mean for business.  Accenture did a survey of 1000 CxOs who believe IoT will deliver:87% long-term JOB growth and 57% long-term REVENUE growth84% believe they will create new, service-based income streams using IoT61% C-suite executives cited digital initiatives as a tool for growth, compared to 31% in 2014. And Today . . . . 46% saw Improving Productivity as the key benefit of IoTBUT . . . ONLY 7% have developed a comprehensive strategy and many assessed that their leaders don’t fully understand the opportunity.PROVOCATION: Leading companies are gaining business value today from IIoT strategies (new income streams, product and solution innovation, productivity, asset utilization). Where could you get the fastest ROI?<CLICK>



Economic Impact of
Industrial IoT by 2025

McKinsey & Co.
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Industrial IoT Opportunity

$4.6T
35% MANUFACTURERS at early 
adopter stage of IoT use case development

LNS Research

Asset Utilization Customer ExperienceEmployee Productivity Supply Chain Logistics Innovation
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McKinsey & Company – Mapping the Value beyond the hype June 2015 - estimate that the Internet of Things has a total potential economic impact of $3.9 trillion to $11.1 trillion per year in 2025. Factories – Operations  and equipment optimization $1.2-3-7T / year in 2025Worksites – Operations optimization health & safety $160B – 930B / year in 2025The five main drivers are: • Asset utilization — reduces selling, general, and administrative (SG&A) expenses and cost of goods sold (CoGS) by improving business process execution and capital efficiency.• Employee productivity - creates labor efficiencies that result in fewer or more productive man-hours. • Supply chain and logistics - eliminates waste and improves process efficiencies. • Customer experience  - increases customer lifetime value and grows market share by adding more customers. • Innovation - increases the return on R&D investments, reduces time to market, and creates additionalrevenue streams from new business models and opportunitiesSome companies are starting to take advantage of these technologies and the opportunities they bring as reported by an LNS survey where 35% of manufactures said they have developed use cases on how to capture some of this value.Do you have an IoT strategy or have you looked at use cases yourself?<CLICK>



$65B
Automation 
systems reaching 
end of life

~75%
U.S. plants are 
more than 20 
years old  

2 Exabytes 
Big data 
generated in 
manufacturing

$20B 
cost of 
unscheduled 
downtime 

<14 % 
US Plants 
completely 
integrated

21% 
Suffered a 
loss of IP in the 
past year

SOURCE: Industry Week SOURCE: Kapersky (2014)SOURCE: McKinseySOURCE: ARC SOURCE: Industry WeekSOURCE: ARC
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Business Risks & Drivers
Realizing Smart Manufacturing has become a business imperative
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<Risks: Changing Risk Patterns and Vulnerabilities >There are many business risks and drivers that are challenging companies today:Automation systems have reached end of life, and many of these systems were never designed to be connected to a network and were given no thought to security.  (source: ARC study)75% of plants in the US are over 20 years old - how can you get the information needed securely from those older assets? Can you continue to support them in the long term? (both from a hardware and support personnel perceptive – you don’t want to train your new automation engineers on older legacy equipment) (source: Industry Week)The cost of downtime is something everyone is concerned with regardless of your industry or products. (source: ARC)According to a McKinsey & Co. report, manufacturing and industrial operations generate more data than any other industrial sector. However, most of that data today is discarded at run time and is primarily used for diagnostics and alarming - not to drive process or business improvements.  In other words, we’re not capturing the true value. Very few US plants actually have a completely integrated system, less than 14%.   (Industry Week)And many 21% have suffered a loss in their IP in 2014. (source: Kapersky)Bottom line, if risks are not continually addressed then there can be serious results from incidents (both malicious and unintentional):loss of IP, exposure to counterfeitinglost of revenue due to downtime, faulty product, worker injurybrand/image risk—product & worker safety, corporate reputationAll with the costs to modernize/upgrade in mindPROVOCATION: how are you using the data from connected assets today?  Are you driving productivity improvements or simply doing diagnostics and alarming?<CLICK>
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The Connected Enterprise is focused on rapid value creation. Our customers are realizing business value today from integrating data from enterprise functions such as product design, supply chain and customer management with production data.   Rapid technology evolution in the Internet age has brought us to an inflection point today for The Connected Enterprise.It is enabled by integrated Control and Information; and implemented with our high performance architectureWe are delivering The Connected Enterprise today with our three core platforms: Integrated Architecture, Intelligent Motor Control, and Solutions and Services.These three platforms are architected and designed to deliver The Connected Enterprise for our customers. 
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Field-Based Assets

Optimized for Rapid Value Creation
THE CONNECTED ENTERPRISE
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The Connected Enterprise is focused on rapid value creation. Our customers are realizing business value today from integrating data from enterprise functions such as product design, supply chain and customer management with production data.   Rapid technology evolution in the Internet age has brought us to an inflection point today for The Connected Enterprise.It is enabled by integrated Control and Information; and implemented with our high performance architectureWe are delivering The Connected Enterprise today with our three core platforms: Integrated Architecture, Intelligent Motor Control, and Solutions and Services.These three platforms are architected and designed to deliver The Connected Enterprise for our customers. 



CONTEXTUALIZATION
Energy/Product, OEE

Voltage, Kwh, Running Time,
Temperature

Real-time Data

Information
ANALYTICS

Predict bearing will fail in 10 hours

Knowledge
OPTIMIZE

More efficient process workflows 

Wisdom

Smarter
Machines & Equipment
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Having Connected Machines/Equipment is going to allow you to better leverage the most powerful element that too few organizations today are fully capitalizing on: YOUR OWN REAL TIME DATA. This intangible commodity is the key to better understanding your operational performance at the most granular level so you can improve operations, and produce more at higher quality levels, in a more efficient manner.But to capture this value, the industry must adopt these enabling technologies:Smart Things – more devices are connecting to our networksData Analytics – turning data into actionable informationScalable Computing/Cloud – leveraging scalable computing including off premise resourcesMobility – creating a smarter and more productive workforceSecurity – everything must be secureAnd while leading manufacturers have started deploying some of these technologies, the CONNECTED ENTERPRISE promises to accelerate their adoption<CLICK>



Case Study
Operational efficiency achieved by implementing an IIOT project in 

Miloubar Feed Mill



Initial status prior to the project execution

• Miloubar Feedmill is one of the largest feed mills in Israel.

• Miloubar produces food for farm animals. The products variations include more 

then 360 types of mixtures.

• The pressing line holds 6 pressing machines at different capacities, receiving raw 

material , producing the mixture and transferring it to the shipment cells.

• The pressing line can produce one type of product from the raw material entry till 

emptying the line and transferring the mixture to the shipment cells. The average 

production time of a mixture is 6 hours.

• The Problem : The production of new type of mixture cannot start until the line is 

fully empty from the last mixture.  This working mode causes a loss the pressing 

machines time, an average of 2 hours daily for each press.
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The Solution
• Dividing the pressing line into two sections – The pressing section and the routing section.

• The pressing and routing sections will each produce a different mixture.

• The Saving : Once a mixture is done with the pressing process, a new mixture can start 

without needing to wait until the material is being emptied from the routing section.
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The Implementation
• Changing the old controlling system with a new one 

including a controller from the ControlLogix series.

• Developing a new logic and screens that will match 

the required changes.

• Dividing the pressing section into two sections.

• A planning screen to control the type of mixture 

being produced in each section.
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Miloubar – Controlling system, the press and routing outline 



The Initial state prior to the upgrade
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MODICON IO DROPS

DROP 2

DROP 3

DROP 4

MODICON – PLC + IO

PCIM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A fast, easy and integrated way to communicate to PROVOX DCS Systems  with ControlLogix PACs:Single slot module fits into ControlLogix chassisCommunicates through the ControlLogix backplane Supports Serial, SCSI, and EthernetDedicated Bidirectional communicationsSingle slot module fits into ControlLogix chassisWeb browser configurable setup utility contained in the moduleSimple Integrated operationEliminates message instructions to writeNo programming required



A Simulation state – Read only in parallel to the existing controller

MODICON IO DROPS

DROP 2

DROP 3

DROP 4

Ethernet/IP to 
Modicon IO Scanner

Allen-Bradley - ControlLogixMODICON – PLC + IO

PCIM
NEW HMI
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A fast, easy and integrated way to communicate to PROVOX DCS Systems  with ControlLogix PACs:Single slot module fits into ControlLogix chassisCommunicates through the ControlLogix backplane Supports Serial, SCSI, and EthernetDedicated Bidirectional communicationsSingle slot module fits into ControlLogix chassisWeb browser configurable setup utility contained in the moduleSimple Integrated operationEliminates message instructions to writeNo programming required



The Final state – Operating with the new controller
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MODICON IO DROPS

DROP RIO 2

DROP RIO 3

DROP RIO 4

Ethernet/IP to 
Modicon IO Scanner

Allen-Bradley - ControlLogix

NEW HMI
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A fast, easy and integrated way to communicate to PROVOX DCS Systems  with ControlLogix PACs:Single slot module fits into ControlLogix chassisCommunicates through the ControlLogix backplane Supports Serial, SCSI, and EthernetDedicated Bidirectional communicationsSingle slot module fits into ControlLogix chassisWeb browser configurable setup utility contained in the moduleSimple Integrated operationEliminates message instructions to writeNo programming required
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Miloubar – Controlling system, the press and routing outline 



From a capacity of 13.3 tons an hour, we had reached 17.4 tons an hour. The system went live 
on 2016. This means an improvement of 30% in production capacity.

Beyond that, we succeeded to improve the energy consumption as a result of the project. 
From a consumption of 14.47 Kilo Watt/Hour for each ton we had reduced it to 11.68.  An 
improvement of 24% in the energy consumption.

The Result
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Photovoltaic Power Plant
Industrial Internet of Things

 The plant size is 1,000,000 Square meters in the western Negev.
 180,000 Panels.
 360 Combiner Boxes
 36 AC-DC  ABB transmitters 
 350 Trackers – Tracking the sun , calculating the optimal angle to 

the sun according to position and time.
 900 electric current flow meters, measuring the flow for a set of 

panels.
 60 multimeters – SATEC.
 5 meteorology stations – Sensors for measuring pressure, wind , 

wind direction, surrounding temperature, panel temperature and 
radiation.

 Water controlling systems.
 A substation – Supplying High Voltage.
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מסך מערכת מתח גבוה–חלוציות 
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מערכת טיפול במים



Converged Plant-wide Ethernet
Reference Architectures

Everything
MUST BE SECURE

Authentication, Authorization 
and Accounting

Protect the Integrity and 
Availability of  Data

Tested and Validated 
Architectures
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And of course all of this needs to be done SECURELY! PROTECT your system from potential security breaches - both internal and external treats.VALIDATE your network performance as more devices are being connected, you can’t compromise performance or reliability here…And FUTURE PROOF your architecture - as technology advances so can you, without a whole scale upgrade of your entire architecture – allowing you to leverage technologies like: Cloud, Mobility and Security.PROVOCATION: Does your security strategy encompass physical, software, network, and tracking within your operations?  Have you completed a holistic network infrastructure assessment recently to fully understand if you’ve got the framework for success?<CLICK>
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The Challenge

Photovoltaic Power Plant
PLC
HMI

The meteorology
service

The electricity
company

Secured
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Cyber  Security - Layouts



CENTERLINE® 2500
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Integrated Control and Information
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Rockwell Automation’s integrated control and information environment integrates discrete control, process control, power & motor control, safety, and information in one platform with a common development environment. You can bring data into a common dashboard and enable the management of production variables. This gives you higher levels of production quality, flexibility, and sustainability. You can connect Rockwell’s integrated control and information environment with CISCO’s world leading network infrastructure technology on Ethernet. You can deploy higher level integration with ERP systems. 
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